A Novel Biomimetic Flapping Fan for Electronics Cooling
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel piezoelectric flapping fan. The
fan includes a bio-inspired thin wing attached to piezoelectric
bending actuator supported through two connecting members.
When activated by an AC signal, the piezoelectric actuator
deflects up and down, inducing the wings to oscillate around
their neutral position, generating a net air flow. The
performance of the fan was characterized experimentally using
a custom flow measurement system based on pressure
difference and a high-speed camera. The cooling capability of
the fan was also demonstrated with a fan-heatsink setup. The
experimental results show this fan is capable of generating
significant flow rate, thus making it a promising candidate for
electronics cooling.
Introduction
Fans are broadly used to move air in active cooling
systems. The typical high-performance rotary fans enable heat
transfer coefficients that are several times higher than those of
passive cooling systems [1]. However, rotary fan bearing
lubrication usually dries out after a certain time period leading
to fan failure. Due to these reliability issues, rotary fans are not
used in applications requiring high life expectancy, such as
high-power LED lighting and telecommunication electronics
[2]. Piezoelectric fans [3, 4] and synthetic jet cooling devices
[5] have been designed to fill in this gap as they have many
advantages over the rotary fan including increased reliability,
reduced noise, and lower weight. Piezo electric fan operation
is simple: the structure that is attached to the piezoelectric
material (which will be exclusively called “the wing” in this
study) oscillates around a neutral position, moving air around
it. The air flow generated from the oscillation can enhance the
rate of convective heat transfer between the moving air and the
surfaces of the heated electronic components. There is much
potential for piezoelectric fan use for spot cooling in low
power applications. However, the present piezoelectric fans
generate very little net air flow [6, 7], which greatly limits their
usage in these applications. Similarly, synthetic jet devices are
quite reliable but suffer from low performance therefore
adoption has been limited. Currently there is a lack of cooling
devices in the market that offer both high performance and
robust reliability.
This work presents a novel flapping fan design that
addresses both of the discussed limitations of the existing air
moving solutions. The fan includes two wings designed to
mimic a hummingbird’s structure and flapping motion in order
to generate air flow. After millions of years of evolution,
hummingbirds have evolved to have a nearly perfect system of
flight and aerodynamic efficiency. Unlike any other bird
wings, hummingbirds flap their wings in the same manner as
insects. The wing rotates around its long axis during transitions
between forward and backward strokes, allowing it to generate
significant lift on both strokes allowing the bird to hover [8].

Using the power factor as a measure of the aerodynamic
efficacy, research has found that most hummingbirds are about
25% more efficient than the best drones designed to date [9].
This suggests that an efficient air mover could be created by
mimicking the hummingbird flapping mechanism.
The wings of the novel flapping fan are driven by two
advanced piezoelectric bending actuators. Fan curve
characterization is achieved using a custom-built testing
apparatus, while a high-speed camera is used to analyze the
wing motion. The cooling capability of the fan is demonstrated
by removing heat from a high-power LED light. The
temperature of the LED light is characterized using
thermocouples with and without the fan. For comparison
purposes, the fan curve and thermal characterization are also
performed with conventional rotary fans. The results show that
the fan is a great candidate for high power electronic cooling
applications.
Design
This piezoelectric fan includes two identical thin wings
arranged in parallel, as shown in figures 1(a), (b), (c) and (d).
Each wing is connected to a piezoelectric bending actuator
through two small connecting members. The four ends of the
actuators are attached to two plastic legs using four rubber
living hinges. This simply supported boundary condition is
used to maximize the deflection of the actuators. The wing
includes a silk fabric membrane attached to a carbon fiber
frame. The frame consists of an elongated beam and multiple
ribs branching from the beam.
The dotted lines in figures 1(b) and (c) demonstrate the
oscillation extent of the actuators when activated by an AC
signal. The piezoelectric actuators drive the wings to oscillate
around their neutral positions, generating air flow. Figure 2
shows a picture of the fan. The overall size of the fan is
50x45x140 mm, while the mass of the fan is 19 grams.
Fan Motion Analysis
A high-speed camera (IDT MotionPro Model Y4-S1) was
set up to record the fan in motion from the side view. The
sampling rate of the camera was set at 4590 frames per second.
The fan was illuminated with two beam-focused 150 W LED
lights. The initial results of the high-speed images are
processed using Open Source image processing software
ImageJ ver1.52a. Figure 3 shows a sequence of the wing
motion during one flapping cycle. Three consecutive flapping
cycles were analyzed and the motion of the wing is found to
be repeatable.
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Fig. 3. Flapping motion of the wings from the side view
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Fig. 1. Structure of the biomimetic fan (a) top view (b) front
view (c) side view and (d) isometric view

The motion of the leading edge and trailing edge of the
wing is tracked and plotted in Figure 4. The displacement of
the trailing edge from the neutral position 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 is defined as the
rotation displacement shown on the primary axis in Figure 4b,
and the displacement of the leading edge from the neutral
position 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 is called the stroke displacement, shown on the
secondary axis. At time t, the measured rotation displacement
and the stroke displacement of the wing can be fitted as:

𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 sin(2𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑡𝑡)

[1]

𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 = 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 sin[2𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 ∙ (𝑡𝑡 + ℎ)]

[2]

where f is the oscillation frequency, 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 and 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 are the rotation
and stroke amplitude, respectively, and h is the phase shift. The
frequency of the AC power input is 60 Hz. Studies [6,7,10]
have shown that the piezoelectric fans are most efficient when
the first resonant frequency of the wing is at the frequency of
the power input. The rotation amplitude 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 is 13 mm, which is
4.2 times larger than the stroke amplitude.

rotation and stroke angle of the piezoelectric fan are 32°. It is
significantly smaller than that of the hummingbirds (about 70°
shown in Figure 5). This suggests that there is still room to
further improve performance and efficiency of the fan
presented in this paper. For example, the geometrical
parameters including the width, length and the shape of the
wing, as well as the wing material will be optimized in future
studies.

Fig. 5. Wing kinematics in hovering hummingbirds [8].
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Fan Curve Characterization
A testing apparatus shown in Figure 6 was built to evaluate
the performance of the fan. It was constructed in accordance
with AMCA Standard 210-99 [11]. The apparatus includes an
air-tight chamber having an opening to receive air flow from
the fan. A converging nozzle is connected to the chamber, two
differential pressure transducers were used to measure
pressure in the chamber and across the nozzle. An auxiliary fan
attached at the end was used to adjust the pressure in the airtight chamber. The volumetric flow rate can be calculated
using the following equation [12]:

𝑄𝑄 = 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴2 �

2∆𝑝𝑝

(3)

𝜌𝜌(1−𝛽𝛽4 )

where C is the nozzle discharge coefficient, 𝐴𝐴2 = 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑22 /4 is
area of the nozzle throat, d2 is the throat diameter, ∆p is the
pressure drop through the nozzle, ρ is the air density, β = d2/d1
is the contraction ratio of the nozzle, and d1 is nozzle inlet
diameter.
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Fig. 4. Rotation and Stroke Displacement of the Wing
In addition, Figure 4 shows a 32° phase shift between 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟
and 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 . Similar shift has been observed in the motion of
hummingbird wings measured in previous literature [8]. Figure
5 shows stroke and rotation angles recorded for several
hummingbirds. The kinematic changes associated with the
phase shift is accompanied with an increase of speed, which
could lead to higher flow rate. Furthermore, the maximum
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Fig. 6. Experimental apparatus for fan curve characterization.

The fan was operated with multiple AC voltages from 200
Vp-p to 320 Vp-p using a piezo amplifier (model A-304 from
A.A. Lab Systems). For comparison purposes, the fan curve
characterization was also performed with two 60x60x15 mm
rotary fans (Sofaco model sD6015V24MBL) arranged in
parallel shown in Figure 7a. The fans were attached to an
acrylic plate with two 60 mm diameter openings, which are 10
mm from each other. They are selected for comparison because
the height and length of the layout (60 mm x 130 mm) with the
two fans selected spaced at 10 mm is close to the footprint of
the biomimetic flapping fan presented in this study (50 mm x
140 mm). Figure 7 shows the rotary fans and the experimental
setup.

60 mm. Fan arrays with various orientations instead of a single
piezoelectric fan have been proposed to increase the air flow
[13, 14] but the flow rate was not reported. Further study will
be conducted to make a fair comparison between them.

Fig. 8. Fan curve at different driving voltages.

(a)
Power consumption of the flapping fan was measured at
120 VAC, 60 Hz using a wattmeter. Power consumption at
other driving voltages was then calculated using the following
equation [15]:
𝑉𝑉

𝑃𝑃1 = ( 2)2 𝑃𝑃2
𝑉𝑉1

(b)

(2)

Figure 9 shows the power consumption versus driving
voltage for the flapping fan. The DC input voltage of the two
rotary fans is 24 V and their total power consumption is 1.9 W
(0.95 W each).

Fig. 7. (a) Layout of the two rotary fans (b) Experimental
apparatus for fan curve characterization.
The fan curves are shown in Figure 8. The pressure and the
flow rate are normalized using maximum pressure and
maximum flow rate for each experiment to find a general
relationship. Both the flapping fan and the rotary fan show a
quadratic relationship between the pressure and flow rate. The
𝑃𝑃∗ − 𝑄𝑄 ∗ curve has convex shape for the two rotary fans,
whereas the curve for the flapping fan at various voltage shows
a concave shape. The flow rate of the flapping fan decreases
dramatically with the pressure, and it is more sensitive to static
pressure compared to rotary fans. The maximum flow rate of
the two rotary fans is about 21.7 CFM, while that of the
piezoelectric flapping fan is 27% less, about 15.9 CFM. The
maximum pressure head of the rotary fans (9.5 Pa) was found
to be about 3x higher than that of the flapping fan (3.37 Pa).
The flow rate of the flapping fan measured in this study is more
than 10 times higher than the flow rate of a typical
piezoelectric fan [4]. It is worth noting that the flow rate
measurements presented by Kimber et al [4] is for a single
piezoelectric fan operating at 120 V. The width of blade in
their study is 12.7 mm, whereas the wing of the flapping fan is

Fig. 9. Fan power consumption.

Cooling Capability
A high-power LED light was built to demonstrate the
cooling capability of the flapping fan as shown in Figure 10.
The light includes a chip-on-board (COB) LED module
(Bridgelux Vero 29 BXRC-50C10K1-C-74) attached to an
extruded aluminum heat sink. The heat sink size is 150x70x60

mm3. It has eighteen 53 mm high fins and a 7 mm thick base.
Thermal grease was used between the COB and heat sink to
reduce the interfacial thermal resistance. Temperature was
monitored using a thermometer and two type-K
thermocouples. One is attached to the operating case
temperature point on the COB, and the other is attached to a
point on the heat sink base 35 mm from the edges. The COB
is driven by a constant current DC power supply (Meanwell
HLG-320H-C3500A). The potentiometer on the power supply
was adjusted so that the total power consumption of the LED
light was 200 W.
COB LED
Thermocouple 2

Thermocouple 1

The temperature measurements are shown in Figure 11.
The operating case temperature with the flapping fan
(T1_flapping) (69o C) is quite close to that measured with the
rotary fans (T1_rotary), while the temperature on the heat sink
with the flapping fan (T2_flapping) is slightly higher than with
the rotary fans (T2_rotary). This result seems counterintuitive
as the rotary fans have significantly higher flow rate and
pressure head than the flapping fan as shown in Figure 8.
However, the flapping and rotary fans appear to have
significantly different airflow profiles, which could greatly
affect their cooling capability. Rotary fans do not produce
airflow at the center region, which is the location of the fan
hub. Furthermore, the swirling airflow [16] from the rotating
blades is less effective for heat removal from a heat sink with
parallel fins. Future work will characterize the flow field
resulting from the piezoelectric fan.
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Fig. 11. Temperature of COB LED with Rotary Fan vs
Flapping Fan
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Fig. 10. (a) LED light with thermocouples attached (b)
Experimental setup with flapping fan (c) Experimental setup
with rotary fans

Conclusion
A novel piezoelectric flapping fan was introduced in this
paper. The fan was built and its performance was
characterized. It is capable of generating a maximum flow rate
of 16 CFM, while its maximum pressure head is 3.4 Pa. The
thermal performance of the fan was evaluated in a high-power
LED cooling application. Its performance is similar to two
rotary fans with higher flow rate and static pressure. The fan is
demonstrated to be a promising candidate for electronics
cooling. Fan motion was analyzed using high speed camera.
The results reveal that the wing kinematics of the fan has a
similar flapping motion to that of hummingbird’s, which could
be the contributing factor to the increasing flow rate compared
with other piezoelectric fans. Furthermore, there is much
potential to improve this advanced fan, and more research is
required to further understand the flapping motion and
resulting air flow, as well as to optimize the fan performance.
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